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PROGRESS OJ' ELECTRIC LIGHTING. smallpox; and when this expectation has been unreasonably 

While tbe sensational reports in regard to electric illumi· encouraged by the confident assertions of over-sanguine prac
nation have subsided, the electric light is making friends in titioners and theorists, that this, that, or the other drug may 
various quarters. The Waltham Bleachery, Mass., have be counted on as a sure and trustworthy means for securing 
been using two generators of the Wallace-Farmer pattern. immunity from the scarlet fever, it is not surprising that 
Ten lights supply 112 four foot gas burners. The generators people are disappointed by the failme of thp. medical profes
require twelve horse power apiece, and the horse power is sion to arrest t.he spread of the disease, now the most destruc
estimated at one cent per horse power per hour. It is stated tive of all the infectious diseases. 
that the quality of the light is good; no complaint is wade of That the failure has not arisen from lack of effort on the 
its flickering. Washburn &Moen, of Worcester, Mass., use part of the profession, medical literature abundantly testifies. 
tbe Brush electric light to a limited extent, lighting but a That final success is not impossible no one would have the 
portion of one of their works. They state tbat they get much presumption to assert, though the prospects of immediate 
more light than from gas for an equal expenditure of money. success are far from bright. The cause of the disease is as 
No accurate experiments, however, have been made. little understood as its cure. The microscope is as helpless 

Tbe Riverside Mills, of Providence, R. I. , employ two as the telescope to detect the contagious principle, and no 
Bmsh generators. One machine has been running about two I means for destroying it has been discovered, except a tem
montbs in a weaving room, and part of the rest of the mill 

I 
perature higher than any patient can endure. 

has also been lighted by electricity. These mills run night Inoculation seems to be almost universally attended with 
and day, and use a large number of gas burners from 10 to 12 unfavorable results. Balladonna, so long insisted on as a 
hours per day, and thcrefore are peculiarly well fitted for the prophylactic, fails to justify its reputation; and the long list 
employment of the new light. Twenty electric lamps have of anti-fermentatives and similar remcdies offers nothing that 
taken the place of 230 five foot burners ina weaving room, the experienced practitioner can resort to with any confidence 
and give a better and more satisfactory light. The work re- in its efficacy. 
quires an unusually strong illumination. " Indeed," says the editor of the Medical Recard, "the logic 

The lighting of the Boston Music Hall by electricity has which leads to the administration of any known anti-fer
b.ee%postponed until a larger machine of the Brush pattern mentative as a prophylactic has too unstable a ground to de
c� be completed. In the preliminary trials it was found serve much respect. In the first place, the question of what 
that the light would be unpleasant to a general audience, and is the contagious principle of scarlatina has not yet got be
it is therefore proposed to modify its color and brightness by yond the domain of probabilities. We can say, with much 
the employment of suitable glass or porcelain shades. positiveness, to be sure, that it is no visible form of bacte-

W. Mattieu Williams, F.R.A. S., in a recent paper gives an rium or micrococcus, and we can, perhaps, infer from analogy 
interesting resume of early English experiments on incan- that it is a particulate something too small to be detected by 
descence, particularly those by a Mr. Starr. The latter de- the microscope, that it is albuminoid in composition, and 
vised a peculiar method of winding the conductors of a dy- multiplies at the expense of physiological processes. Whether 
namo-electric machine. Since the thick copper wire, usually it is living or dead, whether it is the degenerated protoplasm 
made useof, necessarily is wound on the armatures in a spiral, of man or the modified protoplasm of vegetable, whether it 
there is a certain losf! of compactness and an increase in re- acts in conjunction with bacteria or feeds directly upon the 
sistance, which Mr. Starr proposed to obviate by using a tissues, all these questions are much beyond the pathologist 
core of square section, and winding around it broad ribbons as yet. But, in any case, it is very hard to see how anti
of sheet copper, which were insulated by cementing on its fermentatives can reach this virus. If it is dead, we certainly 
surfaces a layer of silk ribbon. This ribbon is to be laid with need not give such drugs to kill it; if it is living, there is no 
one edge against one side of the core and carried on until the evidence or probability that the systcm can be so saturated 
angl�, then it is to be turned over so that its opposite edge as to destroy such infecting protoplasm and not the living 
may be laid along the next side of the core, and so on. It matter of the tissues at the same time. In the blood of per
seems as if this method of winding dynamo-electric ma- sons deafened with quinine or salicylic acid the bacterium 
chines would have certain obvious advantages. The experi- diflports himself with as much activity as clsewhere, and the 
ments of Starr, however, on lighting by incandescence did not amreboid movement of the white blood corpuscles can still 
result in much success, and they were unfortunately brought be easily seen. . It is a fact, to be sure, that there are drugs, 
to an end by the untimely death of the inventor. Prof. like quinine, which affect the size and internal movements 
Williams, who has devoted much attention to the manufac- of the blood globules, but we cannot infer from this that 
ture of gas, believes that there is a greater field for invention there are prophylactic germicides, which will not prove to be 
in gas manufacture than in the field of electric illumination. homicides at the same time. The id'ea, then, we repeat, that 
The by products, ammoniacal salts, liquid hydrocarbons, and anti-fermentatives will be efficacious, though not impossible, 
coke, are sufficient, in his opinion, to cover the whole cost is inherently improbable, wlJile the idiosyncrasy of the scar· 
of manufacture of gas, and leave the gas itself as a volatile let fever poison will oblige observers to collect a vasi number 
residuum that costs nothing. He thinks that gas might be of cases in order to prove the prophylactic power of any par· 
delivered to consumers in London at one shilling per thous- ticular drug. We do not wish to discourage experimenta· 
and cubic feet "if gas making were conducted on sound com- tion, but it should be remembered that therapeutics are not 
mercial principles�that is, if it were not a corporate mo- advanced by continually announcing on the basis of a doz-

THE SCIENTIl!'IC AKERICAN BUPPLEDNT nopoly, and were subject to the wholesome stimulating influ- en cases new powers in drugs which further experience at 
No. l. 7 4. ence of free competition and private enterprise." He there- once disproves." 

For the Week endln& Ray 3, 18'79. fore thinks that any comparison of the two methods of illumi- Must the problem be, therefore, given over as hopelessly 
Price 10 cent •. For .ale by all new.dealers. nation based upon the present cost of gas is essentially insoluble? No scientific physician would admit a proposi-

I. ENGINEERING AND MECHANICS.-Francq's Flrele.s Locomotive. misleading, for future invention can materially reduce the tion so disgroceful to the profession. While internal medi-with 8 figures. �howlng details of constructron. general de.crlptlon. . .  .
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PWg[e. on Gelatin/! Bromide. By.E. LAIR DE LA MOTTE. Result. oil- one-third of a Daniell's cell in the case of the platinum, and be done by making general the knowledge already assured 
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V. NATURAL mSTORY, GEOLOGY. GEOGRAPHY ETC-PrObable • I., • known as one of the best read men in Hartford, one of the 
�:;.\��·.�t:O���:��!�lOrmer Tlme •. Acrltlcal enmlnatlonot the SCABLET FEVER. most cultivated communities in the country. Instead of 
e.;ij�t�c ��itl���rlan Trade Openings, as developed by the NOrd- As an enemy to life and health scarlet fever now stands wasting his time in idle regrets for his deficient schooling, 
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A New and Cheap Self-Generatfnir D1.lntectant. least as efficient as vaccination bas proved in the calle of of educational opportunities has surrounded him. 
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